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THE CHAMBER OPENS ITS DOORS TO ...

INTERVIEW

ONS 2020: French energy companies will be important
to the rapid scale up of renewables
The theme for ONS 2020 is « Together », highlighting the need for united
actions across industries and countries to secure energy production,
supplies...

Read the interview

AN EXCEPTIONAL YEAR OF CELEBRATION
2019 has been an incredible year for the French-Norwegian Chamber of
Commerce. Over the year, the CCFN has organised a series of events in
France and in Norway to celebrate its centenary together with its members
and partners.
Highlights from the three major events of a year of celebration.

Part 1: Celebration in Paris | May 24th

French-Norwegian Sustainable Blue Growth Forum
The CCFN and the France-Northern Europe friendship group of the Senate
hosted the French-Norwegian Sustainable Blue Growth Forum at the Palais
du Luxembourg for a meaningful celebration. More than 150 participants
and experts attended the forum. This was a unique opportunity to
celebrate the friendship between France and Norway and foster the
bilateral cooperation for a sustainable ocean.

Read more

Watch the video

Part 2: Celebration in Oslo | September 19th-20th

French-Norwegian Days 2019: "Let’s build a sustainable future,
together"
Major event of the 100Y celebration: the French-Norwegian Days 2019.
We built a two-day programme around an insightful conference
on sustainable future, a prestigious centenary Gala Dinner and BtoB
meetings connecting start-ups and large corporates. Over 220 members,
experts and partners met and exchanged throughout the events.

Read more

Fransk-Norsk Trophée 2019

Yara International, laureate of the 2019 Fransk-Norsk Trophée
On the occasion of the CCFN's centenary Gala Dinner, the FranskNorsk Trophée 2019 was awarded to Yara International to honour its long
history and strong connection with France. Congratulations!

Part 3: LEX on A.I. and Digital Transformation in
Toulouse | November 20th-22nd

40 Norwegian corporates and institutions gathered in Toulouse to
explore the potential for cross-industry cooperation
The CCFN and its partners had the great pleasure to gather an exclusive
Norwegian delegation during a three-day mission focusing on Artificial
Intelligence and Digital transformation in the Aerospace and Energy
industries.

Read more

OUR RENEWED THANKS TO OUR 100Y
SPONSORS

THEY SHARED THEIR #CCFN100Y EXPERIENCE

FOUR EPISODES TO ILLUSTRATE 100 YEARS OF
FRENCH-NORWEGIAN COOPERATION
The CCFN released a four-episode mini-series to highlight a remarkable
and historical bilateral cooperation. We had a lot of fun producing these
videos with the pupils of the French school in Oslo!

Watch on YouTube

UPCOMING EVENTS
Le 11 décembre 2019 • NETWORKING

YCO - Christmas Afterwork
Organised by the Young Chamber Oslo
Du 23 au 25 mars 2020 • RENCONTRE & ECHANGE

LEX BNP Paribas Fortis on Climate Change
Le 29 avril 2020 • RENCONTRE & ECHANGE

Bourgogne-Jura Grand Tasting & Tastin'France 2020
Exclusive event for professionals of the wine sector - On invitation only
Du 31 août au 03 septembre 2020 • FORUMS

ONS 2020
Du 15 au 16 octobre 2020 • FORUMS

French-Norwegian Days 2020: A Smart & Green Ocean
Take part in the 2020 edition of the French-Norwegian Days organised by
the CCFN and dedicated to the theme: "A Smart & Green Ocean"
Du 15 au 16 octobre 2020 • FORUMS

Mission "A Smart & Green Ocean"
Appel à candidatures pour la Mission "Smart and Green Ocean" dans le
cadre des Journées Franco-Norvégiennes 2020

SAVE THE DATE: FRENCH-NORWEGIAN DAYS

Du 15 au 16 octobre 2020 • FORUMS

French-Norwegian Days 2020: A Smart & Green Ocean
Take part in the 2020 edition of the French-Norwegian Days organised by
the CCFN and dedicated to the theme: "A Smart & Green Ocean"
Horaires : 08h00 à 15h00
Lieu : BI Norwegian Business School - Oslo

Learn more

Video: 2019 Edition

NEW MEMBERS

NOUVEAUX MEMBRES

NOUVEAUX MEMBRES

NYANALYSE

GOVERSHIP

NOUVEAUX MEMBRES
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DEEP GREEN HOLDING - HVELV

PICARD NORWAY
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PROVENCEVINER AS

BADENOCH + CLARK NORGE

Join our network

PORTRAIT: CHÂTEAU GUIRAUD

PORTRAITS

Château Guiraud
Vinhuset No-Fra, our partner for the Centenary Gala Dinner in September,
gives a portrait of Château Guiraud, “Premier Grand Cru" classified
domain...

Read the article

AN ATTRACTIVE BUSINESS CENTER IN THE
HEART OF OSLO

- for your conference and meetings
The French-Norwegian Chamber of Commerce can provide you with
several, fully functional meeting rooms for rent in its premises located at
Oscarsgate 27. These meeting rooms can host from 6 to 12 persons and
our conference room up to 50 persons and can be rented hourly, for half a
day or for an entire day.

- for permanent offices
Depending on availability, the CCFN can also provide you with permanent
offices at Oscarsgate 27, at the heart of Oslo. Through this agreement, the
CCFN will make sure that the company is domiciled at Oscarsgate 27
and will provide you with a direct telephone line and an unlimited access to
the Internet.

- for V.I.E. domiciliation
The CCFN can host your V.I.E. in Norway. This service includes
the domiciliation of your company at the CCFN's address and involves the
client's subscription to the CCFN's member network for the length of the
contract. The V.I.E. will benefit from the CCFN members’ advantages.

Our members get a significant discount on the rental prices.
Contact us for more information.

ENJOY WORLDWIDE PRIVILEGES WITH YOUR
CCFN MEMBER ACCOUNT

As a member of the French-Norwegian Chamber of Commerce (CCFN),
you can benefit from discounts valid in more than 40 countries.
Benefit from exclusive rates directly from your member account! Go to
our website, log in to your member account (if you have forgotten your
user ID or password, please contact us) and consult the list of advantages
proposed by our CCI partners available in the country you travel to.

In Norway, you will benefit from the following advantages:
► Exclusive rates at Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel
► -10% discount on Executive Short Programmes at BI Norwegian
Business School
► -10% discount on language courses at the Institut Français d'Oslo
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